City of Portland

SAP Incident Communication Plan
Overview
This plan outlines procedures for SAP-related incident communication for the City of Portland. The
primary purpose of this document is to provide a framework for how incidents are communicated to
customers, either by the Enterprise Business Solution (EBS) team or by the City’s SAP Business Process
Owners (BPO); its secondary purpose is to provide internal guidance between EBS and the BPOs when
an incident is first identified. These procedures take into account the stakeholders throughout the City and
the various situations which might trigger a communication effort. Furthermore, it outlines the types of
messages and provides a template for each.
This process will be followed for all parties involved with SAP incident management including BPOs, EBS
technical support, EBS functional support staff, and the EBS Support team.

EBS Emergency Communication Policies and General Procedural Info
As much as we may not like it, sometimes things go wrong and we need to communicate with our users
regarding a disruption or problem with functionality. While it is important to get EBS’s message out quickly
– especially if the problem is concerning payroll or time entry – it is absolutely critical that EBS’s message
be accurate.

Incident Response Steps
Follow the steps below when responding to an incident. Supporting information for identifying lead and
communicator, as well as determining incident level, is discussed further in the document.

STEP ONE: Provide Notification
STEP 1
There’s an incident!
Notify Lead
LEAD: Send email to
Incident Distribution Group

Once an incident has been identified, immediately send an email to the
SAP Coordination Team. This should contain any known information
about the issue. (See the section on Incident Identification to determine
if something qualifies as an incident. The section on Incident
Management explains more about the roles of the incident lead and
incident communicator.)

If the incident is Level 1 or Level 2, follow up with phone calls to the resources you are going to need
which may include the SAP Support Manager, the SAP Technology Manager, the EBS FILO Lead, the
EBS HCM Lead, and possibly a BPO. NOTE: If the issue is being reported through tickets, include
HelpDesk2 on the initial email. (See section on Incident Prioritization to determine the priority level.)

STEP TWO: Determine Incident Priority
STEP 2
What is the priority?
Identify the Communication
Lead

If the incident requires BPO involvement, the BPO, working with the
EBS Functional Lead, should determine the affected stakeholders and
determine the incident priority. The Incident Lead and Incident
Communicator (both defined below) should be clearly identified and
copied on all emails related to the incident, its status, and resolution.
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STEP THREE: Create and Get Approvals for Communication
STEP 3
Draft the Communication
Use the template and get
approvals

Draft the communication. Ask functional and technical staff to verify
that facts are accurate. Establish the timeline for next communiqué,
remembering to allow lead time for approvals.

STEP FOUR: Send Communication
STEP 4
Send the Communication
Pay attention to timeline

The Incident Communicator will then send the appropriate
communication template to the affected stakeholders within the
timeline established by either the priority level or at the Incident Lead’s
request.

STEP FIVE: Keep Relevant Parties Updated until Incident is Resolved
STEP 5
Provide updates until the
issue is resolved

Information regarding the incident, its cause, resolution, etc. should
continue to be emailed to the distribution group and affected
employees at regular intervals until the incident is resolved.

Incident identification
What is an incident? Good question! It can be difficult to determine the point at which a reported problem
goes from being mildly odd to an issue that requires communication. A flurry of tickets and phone calls
announcing that people can’t log on to SAP (and there’s no scheduled outage) is probably an incident.
Three tickets in a half-hour because people can’t enter time, and we’ve confirmed that it’s not security
related, may be coincidence or it may be a problem.
Issue identification can occur in the following manner:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HelpDesk tickets
Phone calls from customers
Emails from customers
Business processes which didn’t run correctly and which were caught by the business owner
Discovery by a functional EBS staff member

As a general, somewhat fuzzy rule, start investigating when you notice three or four instances of a
potential problem. Check with functional staff. Can the problem be reproduced? Check with the technical
staff. Can they see a network or server issue? How far does this extend? Does it affect a specific
building? A specific role? Is this something that can (and will) be fixed quickly?
Once it has been determined, through investigation and collaboration with experts (BPOs, technical staff,
functional staff as appropriate), that a problem exists, communication with those affected must begin.
While it is important to identify issues early, it is equally important to keep EBS’s response at a level
appropriate to the size of the actual issue. Information about a problem affecting a limited number of
people does not need to be sent to the entire City. Below, you will find information about how to email
target groups as well as how to send City-wide email.
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Incident management
Once the incident has been identified, the next step is to identify the Incident Lead and the Incident
Communicator. The Incident Lead will be the point person. The incident lead will usually be someone
from the EBS Support team. This person will be responsible for coordination of affected parties and
assisting the communicator with all messages.
The Incident Communicator will be the BPO or EBS designee. The BPO will determine if resources are
available internally and if the message is one which should come from them. At any point, the BPO can
designate EBS as the incident communicator. All communications sent will follow the templates and
guidelines outlined in this document. In addition, the Incident Lead must approve all communications.

Incident prioritization
Once an incident has been identified, it needs to be prioritized. The following questions can be used to
determine the priority:


How big is the problem? Is the audience targeted, or is this a City-wide issue?



What’s the impact? Will this affect people’s ability to do their job or get paid?



Is there an expected timeline for resolution? If not, when will the next update be provided?

Priority Level

Description

Level 1

This issue affects ALL employees in the City and has an immediate or pending impact
(i.e. Payroll is affected); ideally the first communication should be sent within one hour
of prioritization.

Level 2

This issue affects ALL SAP users and has an immediate or pending impact (i.e., SAP
down, ESS, MSS, CityLearner); ideally the first communication should be sent within
one hour of prioritization.

Level 3

This issue affects ALL or SOME SAP users but the impact is not urgent (i.e. an issue
was discovered in a report or on a timesheet, but people won’t need that functionality
for several days); communication should be sent within 24 hours of prioritization.
Decision on timeline is made by the Incident Lead.

Level 4

This issue affects SOME SAP users – usually module-specific (i.e. a particular
transaction is not performing as it should); communication should be sent at an
agreed-upon time with Incident Lead. This may or may not be within 24 hours of
prioritization.
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Communication Matrix
Incident
Type
Level 1

Incident
Communicator
BPO

Target

Timing

Action

All City
Employees

Email

Level 2

BPO or EBS
Support

All SAP Users

Email

Incident Lead

Level 3

BPO or EBS
Support

Affected SAP
users

Email

Incident Lead

Level 4

BPO or EBS
Support

Affected SAP
users

Within one hour of
prioritization; follow up
required.
Within one hour of
prioritization; follow up
required.
Within 24 hours of
prioritization; follow up
required
At discretion of Incident
Lead; follow up may not
be required.

Message
Approval
Incident Lead

Email

Incident Lead

Stakeholders
The following groups are all stakeholders in the EBS/SAP communication process. When considering the
incident priority and response, communications need to consider the following groups separately.



EBS Leadership team – These are all the leads for the EBS team: EBS Support Manager, EBS
Technical Manager, EBS HCM Lead, EBS FILO Lead, and EBS Support Team Lead.
EBS Support team – Communication, Training, Change Management, Customer Service for
EBS Team. This group is responsible for all SAP-related emergency communications from EBS.



EBS Functional team – This group consists of the HCM and FILO business systems analysts for
EBS. These groups are led, respectively, by the EBS HCM Lead and the EBS FILO Lead.



EBS Technical team – This group consists of Basis, Security, BI, ABAP, etc. They are led by the
EBS Technical Manager.
OMF SAP Business Process Owners – This is the business process owner group who has a
specific business process which is covered in SAP. The list is covered in the internal
communication section.
BTS HelpDesk – The HelpDesk needs to be aware when there are significant issues, especially
when they are receiving many calls, emails, or other notification directly from our customers. Your
first indication that there is a potential issue may come from HelpDesk.
City Business Process Owners – Other business process owners who aren’t direct SAP BPOs.
For example, the auditor’s office may need to get info when there is a pay-related issue.
All SAP Users – This group is the entire SAP user population, including ESS and GUI users.









SAP GUI Users – This group is exclusive of ESS users. They would be notified if there was an
issue which only affected the GUI environment.



All City Employees – All employees, even if they are not using SAP or ESS. This group is
usually the affected party when there is a pay-related issue.
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Communication Procedures
There are two parts to our responses to incidents. The first part is internal notification. The purpose of the
internal communication plan is to coordinate efforts and determine stakeholders. Following this process
will ensure that all affected parties are notified and kept current. The second part is the actual external
communication.

SAP Incident Distribution List:
To assist in our internal communications efforts, a distribution group will be used which consists of the
EBS Leadership team, the EBS Support team, and the following OMF-SAP Business Process Owners.


CO/GL: Controller / Technical Accounting Manager




FA/PS/AP/AR: Controller / Operational Accounting Manager
GM: Grants Office Manager



FM: City Budget Office



Treasury: City Treasurer




MM: Procurement Services
OM/PA/TM/PY: BHR, HR & Payroll Services Manager



BN: BHR Benefits Manager



LSO: BHR Citywide Training & Development Manager

Important Notes about Communication
IT Helpdesk:
If you recognize that you have a systemic issue, give the HelpDesk a call (3-5199) to let them know
what’s going on; they will help lower the panic level – and reduce the number of tickets written – when
users call in.

Tips for Successful Communication:
Once the issue has been identified and you have sufficient information to communicate, see the
templates below for suggested format and wording. The following are important notes about what should
be contained in the message, the subject line, and approval for sending out.


Keep messages positive and practical. Eliminate negative words; do not place blame on any
individuals or groups. Present information factually. If there is a temporary work-around, explain
it. Spell check. Read the message out loud to verify that you have written complete sentences.
Verify facts and explanations.



Don’t promise what we may not be able to deliver. If we don’t know, explain that we are actively
gathering information.
Include the time of the next communication and then communicate by that time. Allow lead time
to get your next communiqué approved and through the HelpDesk all-City email process. Even if
you have no change to report, let users know that EBS is continuing to work the issue. Some
communication is better than no communication.





All messages should be approved by the Incident Lead before being sent out. In addition to the
Incident Lead, messages should also be validated for technical information by the EBS functional
staff. All City-wide messages must be approved by the SAP Support Manager or relevant BPO.
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The subject line should be informative. It should contain information that a reader can easily
distinguish as important and relevant to them. Subjects that EBS has used in the past include
“CityLink Portal unavailable”, “SAP Outage”, “TIMEKEEPERS: issue with Time Statement and
holiday hours”. Do not send a message with the subject line: “Important” or “Urgent”.



If it is a follow up to an original communication, then the subject line should repeat the original
subject line, with either UPDATE or RESOLVED at the beginning of the subject.
The last line of any email that goes City-wide should be (per BTS) “Please do not use the “Reply
to All” function to respond to this message.”




When sending to a single distribution group, email addresses can be in the To: field. If sending to
more than 20 named individuals, use the Bcc: field. Outlook will not allow more than 500 email
addresses on the Bcc: line so you may need to break up your email list and send several identical
messages to different Bcc: clusters to reach all affected people.

Establishing the Distribution Group:
If an email needs to be sent to employees who have a specific SAP role, the EBS Support team has a
tool which allows them to look up email addresses by personnel number. If you are trying to target a
group which does not currently have an Outlook Distribution Group established, then this tool should be
used. EBS can generate the email list if the Incident Communicator is not a member of the EBS Support
team. NOTE: It is important to know that the distribution group membership may be outdated and may not
contain all users who have a specific role.

City‐wide Email Policies:
Sending City-wide email requires some extra steps; factor the additional time into your planning. Once the
message has been crafted and approved, send the email to the HelpDesk
(btshelpdesk@portlandoregon.gov) with the Subject line: Request to send City-wide email.
If the situation is urgent, call HelpDesk2 and ask them to expedite the request. You will also need to ask
HelpDesk to add you to the distribution group that is allowed to send City-wide email; you will be removed
once you have sent email or the situation has been resolved.
Once you have received approval from the HelpDesk, send the message to the following distribution
group: Citywide All Employees Distribution Group. In addition, the following parameters need to be
observed:



Message cannot contain pictures or screenshots
Message cannot be larger than 30 kb



Message cannot contain colored font or background images



City-wide messages must have approval of the EBS Support Manager, or delegate
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Email Templates
The following are guidelines for use. A copy of the templates can be found in the EBS  Operational 
Communication folder on the EBS shared drive. Please use these templates when sending out
communication. All email should contain the following information: short description, who is in charge of
the incident and who is responsible for communicating, more detailed issue statement, impact analysis,
communication efforts, resolution (or expected resolution)

[SAP|other issue] Notification
[Incident Description]
[Date / time]
[~initial communication~|~update~|~resolved~]
[The Enterprise Business Solution (EBS)|BPO organization] is notifying you that there [is|was] a
[problem] [when]. This issue [has/had not] been resolved and [resolution]. (Alternatively, “The
issue is currently being researched by [team].”)
Incident Lead:
Incident Communicator:
Issue: Describe the issue, when it occurred, any other important info
Impact: Describe who is impacted by this issue and if they are responsible for communicating to
any other users.
Communication: What communication has been done so far? Is leadership aware of the issue?
Will there be a follow up communication? If so, when?
Resolution: Has this issue has been resolved? What was the outcome?
Next steps: Is there anything else our customers should know/do?
Thank you
[Incident Communicator] on behalf of [EBS|BPO organization]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Please do not use the Reply to All function to respond to this message.
The appropriate contact person is listed in the message.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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City‐wide problem:
1. Fill in appropriate information in the template.
2. Get approval from the Incident Lead and verify that the information is accurate. Get approval from the
SAP Support Manager or appropriate BPO
3. Send the message to btshlpdsk@portlandoregon.gov requesting permission to send City-wide email.
You may need to be added to the “Citywide All Employees Distribution List” in order to send the
email.
4. Once you have approval from HelpDesk2 (they will make sure your email message is less than 30Kb
and that any hyperlinks work), send the message. Be prepared to follow up at the time you promised
an update.
Subject: SAP Outage [as appropriate]
Incident Lead:
Incident Communicator:
Issue: The [Enterprise Business Solution (EBS)|BPO organization] has received several reports of an
issue with [something]. It appears that, when [something is done], [bad result] occurs.
Impact: Users are currently unable to log into SAP.
Communication: If you have any immediate concerns, please contact [person] at [extension]. You
can expect an email update no later than [date / time].
Resolution: The EBS team is working on resolving this issue.

Role‐based or targeted problem:
1. Pull the PERNRs of the affected people and run it through Email Lookup File
(ebs$\Operational\Change_Management\Email Lookup File.xlsx) to generate email addresses. If you
have more than 500 addresses, you will need to break up your Bcc: list into groups of less than 500.
Outlook does not gracefully handle a larger number of Bcc:s.
2. Fill in the appropriate information in the message below.
3. Get approval from the Incident Lead and verify that the information is accurate.
4. Send – and make sure to be prepared to follow up at the time you promised an update.
Subject: SAP AP reports not printing [or whatever]
Incident Lead:
Incident Communicator:
Issue: The [Enterprise Business Solution (EBS)|BPO organization] has received several reports of an
issue with [something]. It appears that, when [something is done], [bad result] occurs.
Impact: This may affect you because ________________________________.
Communication: If you have any immediate concerns, please contact [person] at [extension]. You
can expect an email update no later than [date / time].
Resolution: The EBS team is working on resolving this issue.

Update:
1. Repeat the steps above depending on whether your affected group is targeted or City-wide.
2. Get approval from the Incident Lead and verify that the information is accurate.
3. Again, be prepared to follow up at the time promised.
Subject: UPDATE: SAP AP reports not printing [or whatever]
Incident Lead:
Incident Communicator:
Issue: The Enterprise Business Solution (EBS) [and possibly BPO organization] team continues to
work on [bad result]. It appears that the issue is [limited to ___ | will require ____ | will be resolved in
____].
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Impact: This may affect you because ________________________________.
Communication: If you have any immediate concerns, please contact [person] at [extension]. You
can expect an email update no later than [date / time].
Resolution: The EBS team is working on resolving this issue.

Request for help:
Occasionally, the tech and/or functional teams will want more information from users to help validate the
issue.
1. Pull the PERNRs of the affected people and run it through Email Lookup File
(ebs$\Operational\Change_Management\Email Lookup File.xlsx) to generate email addresses.
2. Fill in the appropriate information in the message below.
3. Get approval from the Incident Lead and verify that the information is accurate.
4. Send.
Subject: Request for help: SAP AP reports not printing [or whatever]
Some SAP users with ______________ roles are getting “[bad result]” errors when they try to
[attempted action].
If you see this error, please contact [functional person] with the following information_____________.
Thank you for your assistance and patience!

Issue closure:
Issue closure is different than issue resolution.
1. Repeat the steps above depending on whether your affected group is targeted or City-wide.
2. Get approval from the incident lead and verify that the information is accurate.
3. Send.
Subject: Closed: SAP AP reports not printing [or whatever]
Incident Lead:
Incident Communicator:
Issue: This is an update to the "[bad result]" error message that [EBS|BPO organization] reported to
you [whenever]: no new instances have been reported. [Some kind of update/explanation of what’s
being done.] EBS will continue to work to resolve the remaining cases.
Impact: This may affect you because ________________________________.
Communication: Again, if you see this error, please contact [functional person] directly with
[information]. Unless more problems are reported, this will be the last communication on this issue.
Resolution: The EBS team is resolving the reported issues on a case-by-case basis.
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Issue resolution:
1. Repeat the steps above depending on whether your affected group is targeted or City-wide.
2. Get approval from the Incident Lead and verify that the information is accurate.
3. Send.
Subject: RESOLVED: SAP AP reports not printing [or whatever]
Incident Lead:
Incident Communicator:
Issue: The [Enterprise Business Solution (EBS)|BPO organization] announces that the [bad result]
issue has been resolved. SAP has been updated and normal operations have resumed.
Communication: This will be the last communication on this issue.
Resolution: The issue has been resolved.
Thank you for your patience while the issue was being corrected.
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